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A theoretical approach to calculate the time evolution of mag- for the divergent signals. One extended approach uses an
netization during a CPMG pulse sequence of arbitrary parameter additional correlation time describing motion on a time scale
settings is developed and verified by experiment. The analysis that is intermediate between the overall and internal correla-
reveals that off-resonance effects can cause systematic reductions tion times (5, 6) . Other authors have postulated a ‘‘breath-
in measured peak amplitudes that commonly lie in the range 5–

ing’’ motion of the molecule caused by conformational flex-
25%, reaching 50% in unfavorable circumstances. These errors,

ibility, with the related chemical-shift fluctuations making awhich are finely dependent upon frequency offset and CPMG
selective contribution to T2 relaxation (7) . In a third ap-parameter settings, are subsequently transferred into erroneous
proach, deviations from the simple model have been inter-T2 values obtained by curve fitting, where they are reduced or
preted in terms of anisotropic molecular tumbling (8) . Theamplified depending upon the magnitude of the relaxation time.

Subsequent transfer to Lipari–Szabo model analysis can produce common feature of each of these extended treatments is that
significant errors in derived motional parameters, with te internal poor fits to the basic formalism are primarily caused by T2
correlation times being affected somewhat more than S 2 order data, leading us to question the extent to which such devia-
parameters. A hazard of this off-resonance phenomenon is its tions must be caused by genuine molecular motions or
oscillatory nature, so that strongly affected and unaffected sig- whether another property of the T2 experiment may be re-
nals can be found at various frequencies within a CPMG spec-

sponsible in some cases. In this context, we note that alltrum. Methods for the reduction of the systematic error are dis-
error analysis of relaxation data conducted to date has beencussed. Relaxation studies on biomolecules, especially at high
based solely on spectral imperfections due to thermal noisefield strengths, should take account of potential off-resonance
(9) , ignoring the potential for systematic errors.contributions. q 1997 Academic Press

The Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) pulse se-
quence (10) given by 90 7y —(D—180 7x — D)2n is the most
widely used method for measuring transverse relaxationINTRODUCTION
times. A detailed analysis of the effect of pulse imperfections
on the behavior of this sequence was published recentlyThe past few years have seen a great increase in the use of
(11) . In this paper, we show that for perfect calibrated pulsesheteronuclear relaxation measurements to monitor the local
the performance of the CPMG sequence is strongly depen-motional properties of biomolecules (1–3) . Most studies of

this kind have involved the measurement of longitudinal dent on its two basic experimental parameters: the pulse
(T1) and transverse (T2) relaxation times together with het- length and the length of the interpulse delay D. The influence
eronuclear NOEs, followed by a fit of these data to one or of the delay D has previously been discussed in terms of
more motional models, notably the ‘‘model-free’’ formalism the production of antiphase magnetization in coupled spin
developed by Lipari and Szabo (4) . In this formalism, mo- systems, where the relaxation rate of the antiphase compo-
tions are described by a global correlation time tm and a nent created during D differs from the relaxation rate of the
local correlation time te with an associated order parameter desired in-phase magnetization, causing a distortion of the
S 2 that quantifies the restriction of the local mobility. Unsat- apparent transverse relaxation rate. This effect has been used
isfactory fits to the basic Lipari–Szabo formalism have been to make recommendations concerning the maximum length
observed in numerous cases, prompting investigators to of the delay period D (12) . Alternatively, it has been sug-
adopt extended models in order to improve the quality of fit gested that these difficulties can be avoided by employing

a spin-lock technique to measure the rotating frame relax-
ation time T1r (12, 13) . In addition to these considerations,* Current address: F. Hoffmann-LaRoche AG, Postfach CH-4070, Basel,

Switzerland. periodic inversion of the scalar-coupled spin during D has
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356 ROSS, CZISCH, AND KING

been used to remove effects caused by the cross correlation of the delay in seconds. The angles Q and F for a 1807 pulse
can be calculated according to (17) asof dipolar and CSA relaxation processes (14) .

We show here that, beyond the effects mentioned above,
serious reductions of experimental signal amplitudes can be

Q( f1 , fof f ) Å arctanS f1

fof f
Dcaused by the off-resonance effects of the 1807 pulses within

the CPMG sequence. Adjustment of the length of D can
compensate to only a limited extent. Being strongly depen-
dent on frequency offset, the off-resonance effect may cause

F( f1 , fof f ) Å p

√
1 / S foff

f1
D2

. [2]
a subset of signals to display large and systematic errors in
apparent transverse decay rates. These errors may then mis-
lead investigators into introducing additional motional pa- To solve Eq. [1] analytically, an effective Hamiltonian re-
rameters into otherwise adequate models. Estimates of the lated to an effective field must be constructed for a single
systematic error based on realistic experimental hardware repetition of the ‘‘reduced’’ block (n Å 1

2) . This operator
configurations are discussed. can be diagonalized by tilting the frame of reference to the

axis of the effective field so calculated.
THEORY

It is known that a sequence of rotations can be described
by a single rotation employing an effective angle aeff withNumerical simulations of CPMG pulse sequence behavior
respect to an effective axis neff . The orientation of this axiswere performed using the Bloch equations (15) . A descrip-
and its associated angle can be calculated based on the for-tion based on product operators (16) was also employed to
malism of quaternions (18) which has been applied to theachieve more insight into the time evolution of the density
analysis of composite pulses by Counsell and co-workersmatrix r . All calculations were carried out for a simple one-
(19) . The axis neff of two succeeding rotations of angles F1spin system. The effect of scalar coupling has already been
and F2 around two axes given by n1 and n2 respectively canevaluated (10) and was ignored along with relaxation effects
be calculated according toand the inhomogeneity of the B1 field for simplicity.

For the CPMG sequence, the simplest (referred to as ‘‘re-
duced’’) block of pulses and delays from which the state of neff Å (s1c2n1 / c1s2n2 0 s1s2n1 1 n2) /seff . [3]
the system can be deduced after any arbitrary number of
repetitions is given by D—180 7x — D. The time evolution The cosine of the angle aeff /2 is given by
of the spin system in this block can be constructed by em-
ploying a sequence of five unitary transformations: (I) a

ceff Å c1c2 0 s1s2n1n2 , [4]rotation Uz about the z axis caused by chemical-shift evolu-
tion during the delay D, ( II) tilting of the reference frame
by a rotation Uy about the y axis that corresponds to the off- where ci and si correspond to cos(Fi /2) and sin(Fi /2)
resonance effect of the pulse, (III) rotation Uz = about the respectively.
‘‘new’’ z axis (referred to as z*) given by the flip angle of The effective axis of Eq. [1] can be calculated by repetitive
the pulse, (IV) tilting back to the normal reference frame application of Eqs. [3] and [4]. The result can be simplified
by a rotation around the y axis, and (V) precession about by a symmetry argument similar to that made by Counsell
the z axis during the second delay D. Descriptions of the et al. (19) . By inserting the unity operator expressed as
angles of these rotations are given in the literature (17) . The exp(0ipIy)exp(/ipIy) , it is readily shown that the inverse
transformation to describe a CPMG sequence employing 2n of the transformation given in Eq. [1] can be calculated by
repetitions of all rotations can be written using unitary trans-
formations as

U01 Å exp(/ipIy)U exp(0ipIy) . [5]

rn Å (U/)2nr0(U)2n

Therefore, the effective rotation axis is located in the xzU Å UzU0yUz =UyUz plane (19) and diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian
Uz å exp(/i2pfoffDIz) can be performed by tilting the frame of reference by an

angle Qeff ( fof f , f1 , D) with respect to the y axis (Fig. 1) . It
Uy å exp[/iQ( f1 , fof f )Iy]

should be noted that the symmetry of Eq. [5] breaks if all
pulses are not applied with the same phase. To complete theUz = å exp[/iF( f1 , fof f )Iz] , [1]
transformation sequence, a rotation about the z axis by an
angle Feff ( fof f , f1 , D) is followed by a back-tilt in the normalwhere fof f refers to the frequency offset from the carrier, f1

to the field strength of the pulse in hertz, and D to the length reference frame resulting in
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357ERRORS WITH CPMG SEQUENCE

2Feff , with the center of the cycle given by Qeff . All compo-
nents therefore show an oscillatory behavior with respect to
the number of repetitions, so that the experimental decay
curve measured with a CPMG pulse sequence can be subdi-
vided into an exponentially decaying (zero-frequency) con-
tribution and an oscillating amplitude. The frequency and
size of the oscillating contribution is dependent on the set-
tings of the pulse sequence parameters and the frequency
offset of the signal of interest. Iterative application of Eqs.
[3] and [4] for the analytical calculation of the parameters
Qeff ( fof f , f1 , D) and Feff ( fof f , f1 , D) was performed using a
routine written in the Mathematica (20) language (available
from the authors on request) . The result is

FIG. 1. Schematic of the effective rotation by the reduced block of the cosSFeff

2 D Å cos(2pfof f D)cosFp2 S1 / S foff

f1
D2D1/2GCPMG pulse sequence given in Eq. [7] . The angle Ueff ( x , y) describes

the tilt angle of the effective field indicated by the bold arrow, and Feff ( x ,
y) refers to the angle of precession about this field. The figure shows the
result for an odd number of repetitions of the reduced block for emphasis.
At reasonable offsets and for even numbers of repetitions, the magnetization

0 sin(2pfof f D)

sinHp2 F1 / S foff

f1
D2G1/2J

F1 / S f1

fof f
D2G1/2

ends up close to the x axis.

U Å exp[/iQeff ( fof f , f1 , D)Iy]
tan(Qeff ) Å sin(2pfof f D)cotHp2 F1 / S foff

f1
D2G1/2J

1 exp[0iFeff ( fof f , f1 , D)Iz]

1 exp[0iQeff ( fof f , f1 , D)Iy] . [6] 1 F1 / S foff

f1
D2G1/2

The utility of this concept is evident for transformations
where the same sequence of rotations is applied in a repeti- / cos(2pfof f D)

foff

f1

. [8]
tive manner. The whole transformation for a arbitrary num-
ber of repetitions of the reduced block is given by a rotation The same result was achieved numerically by multiplying
about the same effective axis as determined by the procedure 2n times the five matrices given by the unitary transforma-
outlined above. The only effect of the repetition is that the tions of Eq. [1] . Further simplification was achieved with
effective angle Feff must be multiplied by the number of the use of normalized coordinates given by
cycles. The behavior of the whole CPMG experiment can
thus be evaluated by that of the reduced block
(D—180 7x — D) . A CPMG experiment with 2n repetitions x å D foff y å foff

f1

. [9]
of this block thus corresponds to a rotation by an angle
(2nFeff ) about the effective axis in the xz plane:

The effect of a CPMG sequence with arbitrary parameters
( f1 , D, fof f ) on the precession angle Feff ( x , y) and the effec-UCPMG å U2n Å exp[/iQeff ( fof f , f1 , D)Iy]
tive tilt angle Qeff ( x , y) can be summarized in two-dimen-

1 exp[0i(2n)Feff ( fof f , f1 , D)Iz] sional plots, as shown in Fig. 2A. The peak amplitude error
d(x , y , n) introduced into the measurement by the off-reso-1 exp[0iQeff ( fof f , f1 , D)Iy] . [7]
nance effect can be readily determined by calculating the
contribution pointing along the direction of the initial magne-The final state rnÅ (U/

CPMG)r0(UCPMG) corresponds to mag-
tization Ix via Tr(Ixrn) . Subsequent use of Eqs. [3] , [4] ,netization with components in any direction Ix , Iy , and Iz
[6] results inwhich can be calculated from the corresponding traces of

the density matrix. The Iy component results in an offset-
d(x , y , n) Å 100[1 0 Tr(Ixrn)]dependent antiphase contribution to the signal while the Iz

component causes loss of transverse magnetization. Å 100 sin2[Qeff ( x , y)]
For each additional repetition of the CPMG block, the

magnetization ‘‘jumps’’ forward along a cycle by the angle 1 {1 0 cos[2nFeff ( x , y)]}. [10]
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358 ROSS, CZISCH, AND KING

FIG. 2. (A) Dependence of the tilt angle Ueff ( x , y) ( left) and the precession angle Feff ( x , y) (right) on the normalized frequency parameters defined
in Eq. [9] . Solid contours correspond to counterclockwise rotations at 47 intervals. Dotted lines show clockwise rotations at the same interval. (B–E)
Offset dependencies for a set of B1 and D parameters typical of biomolecular relaxation experiments at the equivalent of 750 MHz proton frequency
and a delay D of 475 ms. Solid lines represent precession angles Feff , dotted lines show tilt angles Ueff . (B) Representative parameters for 13C relaxation
measurements on nucleic acids: sweep width 11.5 kHz (9.5 kHz at 600 MHz), 1807 pulse length of 15 ms. (C) 15N relaxation measurements on a protein
backbone: sweep width 3.2 kHz (2.5 kHz at 600 MHz), 1807 pulse length of 70 ms. (D) Same as (C), but with a 1807 pulse length of 35 ms. (E) Profile
for a continuous spin lock of 3 kHz.

The factor of 100 normalizes the systematic error of the An interesting feature of the equations is that there must
be settings of the experimental parameters that give the resultmeasurement as a percentage. The amplitude of the oscillat-

ing contribution that determines the size of the introduced Feff ( fof f , f1 , D) Å pm (m Å 1, 2 . . .) , or Qeff ( x , y) Å
0. This situation corresponds to magnetization precessingerror can be calculated from
exactly m times around the effective rotation axis or an axis
aligned perfectly along the initial magnetization respec-dworst (x , y) Å 2{100 sin2[Qeff ( x , y)]}. [11]
tively. In both cases, no oscillatory component is seen with
increasing numbers of repetitions, and decay constants mea-The resulting dependence of dworst (x , y) on the normalized

parameters is given in Fig. 3. sured at these offsets will lack any systematic error. Since
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359ERRORS WITH CPMG SEQUENCE

FIG. 3. (A) Dependence of the maximum amplitude error dworst given in Eq. [11] on the normalized parameters defined in Eq. [9] . Contours
correspond to errors of 0.1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20%. (B–E) Amplitude errors corresponding to the conditions of Figs. 2B–2E at 600
MHz proton frequency. Solid lines refer to settings of D that maximize errors (åDworst ) , while dotted lines indicate settings Dbest that minimize the
maximum error. Values found in the proximity of the initial setting D Å 475 ms are: (B) Dworst Å 437 ms, Dbest Å 457 ms, (C) Dworst Å 460 ms, Dbest

Å 705 ms, (D) Dworst Å 420 ms, Dbest Å 447 ms. Settings found for 750 MHz proton frequency are: (B) Dworst Å 420 ms, Dbest Å 447 ms. (C) Dworst

Å 360 ms, Dbest Å 550 ms, (D) Dworst Å 355 ms, Dbest Å 543 ms.

these conditions only hold for ‘‘singular’’ offset frequencies radiation damping. Proton T2 relaxation curves for this sam-
(dependent on the experimental parameters of the se- ple were measured at different offset frequencies. To mimic
quence), proper selection of the CPMG parameters should a situation comparable to that found with the use of a large-
not be influenced by this property. diameter or triple-resonance probehead to measure 15N relax-

ation in proteins, the length of the 1807 pulse was set to 100
ms and the interpulse delay D was set to 475 ms (9) . ToMATERIALS AND METHODS
minimize offset effects of the initial excitation, the single
907 pulse length was set to 13 ms. To prevent the detectionNMR experiments were performed on a Bruker DMX-
of magnetization caused by T1 relaxation during the CPMG600 spectrometer equipped with a three-axis triple-resonance
sequence, a two-step (x , 0x) phase cycle of the 907 pulseprobehead. The reference sample was 600 ml of 10% H2O/

90% D2O to provide a single resonance line with reduced and the receiver was employed. A 5 s relaxation delay was
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360 ROSS, CZISCH, AND KING

FIG. 4. Two-dimensional representation of experimental and simulated refocusing spectra. The x axis corresponds to the resonance offset. The sweep
width shown along f1 is 925 Hz, given by [2[(2D / T180)]01 . (A) Experimental result with parameters as described under Materials and Methods. (B)
Simulation corresponding to (A). (C) Simulation for a 90 7x 180 7y 90 7x composite pulse. (D) Simulated profile using a 90 7x 270 7y 907x pulse.

included to ensure adequate equilibration between scans. The traces shown in Fig. 5 were processed without recourse to
baseline correction. As the data are not recorded in quadra-off-resonance profile of the sequence was measured in 35

equidistant steps ranging from 0 to 3400 Hz, with the de- ture along t1 , all spectra are shown in absolute-value mode.
Identical experiments were performed with compositetected signals of all steps added in the spectrometer ADC

prior to storage on disc. This profile was recorded for all 90 7x 180 7y 90 7x (22) and 90 7x 270 7y 90 7x (23) pulses in place of
repetitions up to 40 times the basic CPMG block (corre- the simple 1807 pulse. To ensure that the duration of the
sponding to 80 times the reduced block). Two scans were CPMG sequences using these composite pulses was the same
summed for each frequency step by performing the phase as the original, the delay D was adjusted to 425 and 406
cycling described, resulting in a total measurement time of ms, respectively (data not shown).
4 h. Along the acquisition dimension, 4K complex data Numerical calculations based on the Bloch equations were
points were recorded using the Bruker simultaneous quadra- performed using in-house software running on an SGI In-
ture acquisition mode, yielding a raw data matrix of 40 1 digo2 workstation. The program simulated serial files of the
8K points. sizes described above composed of excitation profiles with

Prior to Fourier transformation, a Gaussian window was an artificially introduced linewidth of 2.0 Hz. The offset
applied in the t2 dimension. To clarify the offset-dependent behavior was calculated at one-hundred 34 Hz intervals with
oscillatory behavior of the systematic error along the incre- a range of CPMG block repetitions according to experimen-
mented length of the CPMG sequence, the data were treated tal parameters. All serial files were processed using Bruker
as complex t1 points of a complex Fourier transform after XWIN-NMR software. The Mathematica calculations of the
apodization with a p /3-shifted cosine-squared window. To quaternion formalism were performed on an Apple Power
suppress the large central line that corresponds to the nonos- Macintosh 7200/90 personal computer.
cillating component of the refocused magnetization, a base-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONline correction along t1 was employed on the time-domain
data (21) . The size of the final ‘‘refocusing spectrum’’ (Fig. Consideration of the systematic errors caused by CPMG

off-resonance effects can be subdivided into four questions:4) was 128 1 8K data points. For quantitative analysis the
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361ERRORS WITH CPMG SEQUENCE

TABLE 1
Errors in Fitted T2 Values for Representative

Hardware Configurations

Proton 1807 T2 error
frequency pulse length Spectral

(MHz) (ms) width Dbest (%) Dworst (%)

750 30 11.6 kHz, 13C õ 016 õ 022
750 70 3.2 kHz, 15N õ 04 õ 09
600 30 9.6 kHz, 13C õ 010 õ 015
600 35 2.5 kHz, 15N õ 01 õ 02
600 70 2.5 kHz, 15N õ 03 õ 06

marized in Fig. 2, where it can be seen that conditions typical
FIG. 5. Cross sections from nonbaseline corrected refocusing spectra. of heteronuclear T2 measurements on biomolecules yield

Traces were taken from Fig. 4 at offset intersections of 1.5 kHz (left) and
significant deviations from ideal behavior, particularly for2.0 kHz (right) respectively. (A) Experimental result of the sequence
Ueff where values up to 507 are observed toward the spectralD—180 7x — D. (B) Numerical simulation corresponding to (A). (C) Sim-
edge. The influence on peak amplitudes is summarized inulation using the sequence D*—90 7x 180 7y 90 7x — D*. (D) Simulation with
Fig. 3, where settings of the delay D that produce minimumD9—90 7x 270 7y 90 7x — D9. The asymmetry apparent in 2 kHz row (C) is
and maximum errors in dworst (x , y) are compared. Not sur-introduced by baseline distortion from a neighboring line.
prisingly, the greatest deviations are found for conditions
corresponding to 13C measurements, where spectral widths(1) What is the size and significance of any errors that these
are greater.effects introduce into measured peak amplitudes? (2) Can

To better observe the effect of precession about the tiltedsystematic errors be minimized with B1 and D settings or
reference frame given in Eq. [8] , data were Fourier trans-other approaches? (3) How do peak-amplitude errors trans-
formed not only along the acquisition dimension but alsofer to errors in T2 values obtained by curve fitting? (4) What
with respect to the number of repetitions of the CPMG se-effect do T2 errors have on the analysis of mobility using
quence. A comparison of experimental and simulated refo-the Lipari–Szabo formalism?
cussing spectra is shown in Fig. 4A and 4B, where good

Quantification of Systematic Errors agreement is apparent. The sidebands in Fig. 4 report on the
oscillating contribution superimposed upon the exponen-The dependence of the tilt angle Ueff ( x , y) and the preces-
tially damped magnetization, their offsets and amplitudession angle Feff ( x , y) upon experimental parameters is sum-
corresponding to the frequencies and magnitudes of these
oscillations, respectively. Offset frequencies of perfect refo-
cusing are evident at the centers of sideband crossing points.
The relative sizes of the sidebands are indicated in Fig. 5,
where cross sections through refocusing spectra at offsets of
1.5 kHz (left panel) and 2.0 kHz (right panel) are shown.
Oscillating components may account for 0–50% of the non-
oscillating signal intensity.

Minimization of Peak Amplitude Errors

The performance of the CPMG sequence with regard to
the maximum systematic error can be improved by using
Eqs. [8] and [11] to calculate the dependence of the error
on the normalized parameters given by Eq. [9] . Inspection
of Fig. 3 shows that increasing the field strength of the 1807FIG. 6. Transformation of peak amplitude errors to T2 fit errors. The

figure was generated with artificial data given by A perfect Å exp(0T /T2) pulse improves the refocusing performance of the sequence,
with T Å 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 200, and 300 ms. Systematic errors of as may be expected. The delay D can then be varied provided
up to 30% were subtracted from all points. The value of constant k depends that the condition T180 ! D ! 1/J is fulfilled. The left-hand
on the choice of measurement timepoints. The figure can be read as follows:

side of this condition ensures that a mixture of T2 and T1if an error of less than 5% is expected in the measured amplitude data then
relaxation behaviors is not measured, while the right-handfor a fitted T2 value of 100 ms, the error is given by 0.0081 1 100 1 5 Å

4.1%. side is necessary to remove effects caused by relaxation of
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TABLE 2 D— D—180 7x — D) can provide some assistance, but do
Errors in Lipari–Szabo Mobility Parameters Caused not remove much systematic error. Our simulated and exper-

by T2 Errors of {5% imental results of Figs. 4 and 5 show that the sidebands
cannot be substantially eliminated over a wide frequency

Range of error in
range by these methods. Instead, only a modification of thetM (ns), S2 (%) for /5%, Range of error in te (%)
offset dependence is observed.S2 05% error in T2 for /5%, 05% error in T2

5, 0.81 [0, /8], [08, 0] [/27, 055], [018, /92] Transfer of Errors to Apparent Decay Constants
5, 0.64 [0, 9], [010, 0] [/17, 032], [015, /85]
5, 0.25 [0, /16], [0, 014] [/5, 013], [04, /20] The effect of signal amplitude errors defined in Eq. [11]
10, 0.81 [0, /5], [0, 05] [/25, 028], [025, /70] on the fit of experimental time-series data to a T2 decay
10, 0.64 [0, /6], [06, 0] [/9, 018], [012, /31] constant can have a variable outcome depending on a number
10, 0.25 [0, /8], [012, 0] [/3, 012], [05, /6]

of parameters. We have estimated this contribution with the15, 0.81 [0, /3], [03, 0] [/20, 019], [018, /30]
following procedure. A set of N error-free amplitudes is15, 0.64 [0, /5], [06, 0] [/9, 011], [09, /14]

15, 0.25 [0, /7], [09, 0] [/3, 03], [04, /3] defined for a perfect T2 fit {A perfect
i Å exp(0Ti /T2)}, where

the total lengths of the CPMG sequences employed are given
Note. Parameters corresponding to a molecule of approximately 14 kDa by {Ti }. When considering the behavior at any distinct

are in boldface.
offset frequency, two limiting sets of peak amplitudes can
be determined. The first

a scalar-coupled spin. Setting the value of D within this {Ai }min(T2 , dworst ) Å {A
perfect
l (1 0 dworst ) , . . . ,

range determines the offset dependence and the maximum
A perfect

N /2 (1 0 dworst ) ,size of the introduced error.
Because the oscillatory behavior is strongly dependent on A perfect

N /2/1 , . . . , A perfect
N }

the value of D, it can be appreciated that there are settings
of D that minimize (or respectively maximize) the system-

results in the most underestimated T2 value [åTmin
2 (T2 ,atic error. Careful setting of D can halve the error introduced

dworst ) ] upon fitting. These time series points produce ain some cases—this is shown in Figs. 3B–3D where maxi-
slower decay than is actually experienced by the spin. Corre-mum peak amplitude errors for the best and worst settings
spondingly, the set {Ai }max that produces the most overesti-of D are compared. The off-resonance profile of a continuous
mated value Tmax

2 (T2 , dworst ) is given byspin-lock pulse of 3.0 kHz is shown in Fig. 3E for compari-
son. A large oscillating component predicted for this tech-

{Ai }max(T2 , dworst ) Å {A
perfect
1 , . . . ,nique (not shown) is not observed experimentally as the

inhomogeneity of the applied B1 field serves to defocus the A perfect
N /2 , A perfect

N /2/1(1 0 dworst ) , . . . ,
component not aligned parallel to the effective field within

A perfect
N (1 0 dworst )} .a few milliseconds, leaving the component spin-locked along

the effective field to decay with the mixture of T1 and T1r

relaxation times as given in the literature (13) . Provided The value dT2(T2 , dworst )å Tmax
2 (T2 , dworst )0 Tmin

2 (T2 , dworst )
that only time points longer than the dephasing period are defines the range of T2 values that may be observed in prac-
taken, this approach is one way to circumvent the introduc- tice. This range is dependent on the size of the systematic
tion of the systematic errors discussed here. A simple ap- error dworst , the ‘‘correct’’ decay constant T2 , and the choice
proach that may prove effective in some instances is to re- of the time series set {Ti }. It is not clear whether this

maximum possible range of errors will actually be experi-cord T*2 via free precession (24) , where the contribution of
static field inhomogeneity is not significant in comparison enced by any spin, but this is at least theoretically possible.

To answer this question in any particular instance, a detailedto biomolecular linewidths.
Composite pulse schemes and more elaborate phase cy- analysis using the theory outlined here is needed. The only

general statement that can be made is that all errors foundcling (e.g., D—1807x —D—D—1807x —D—D—1807x—

FIG. 7. Error dependence of motional parameters. (A) Behavior of the local correlation time te for T2 errors of /5% (left) and 05% (right) . In
the top row, the global correlation time tm is set to 5 ns while the order parameter S 2 takes on values of 0.9 (h) , 0.81 (L) , 0.64 (s) , 0.49 (n) , 0.25
(j) , and 0.1 (l) . In the second row, S 2 is fixed at 0.81 for a range of global correlation time tm values of 5 ns (h) , 10 ns (L) , 15 ns (s) , 20 ns
(n) , and 25 ns (j) . (B) Behavior of the order parameter S 2 under the same conditions as (A). All data points where calculated with a random search
algorithm (30,000 trials) , minimizing the deviation of the initial T1 , T2 , NOE values from their theoretical values by screening the two-dimensional
space (te , S 2) in the relevant range. Note: missing data points (connected with dashed lines) correspond to initial settings where the fit failed to converge.
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in the decay constants will lie within the range encompassed ferent sizes are summarized in Table 2. It is evident that
error transfer is strongly dependent on all parameter settings.by dT2(T2 , dworst ) .

To determine dT2(T2, dworst ), sets of amplitudes {Ai}
min For the local correlation time te , the following general trends

are apparent: (1a) The error in te increases for increasing(T2 , dworst ) and {Ai}
max(T2 , dworst ) consisting of eight data

points each (corresponding to time points {Ti } given in the te values, (2a) the error decreases as S 2 decreases (i.e., as
motions become less restricted) , and (3a) errors decreaselegend to Fig. 6) were constructed for different initial set-

tings of T2 and dworst . Using a standard least-squares fitting with increasing tM. Even for the moderate T2 error examined
here, inaccuracies in the value of the local correlation timeprocedure, deviations from the initial T2 values were then

calculated. The results summarized in Fig. 6 can be parame- of up to 100% can occur.
Errors in the fit of S 2 were somewhat smaller than thoseterized by the equation

of te under the conditions examined, reaching 50% in the
worst cases. For S 2 , the trends (1a–3a) must be modifieddT2(T2 , dworst ) Å k({Ti })T2dworst . [12]
as follows: (1b) The error in S 2 increases with increasing
te , (2b) the error in S 2 decreases with decreasing motionalFor long T2 values, the systematic error in the peak ampli-
restriction, and (3b) the opposite holds true for increasingtudes is ‘‘amplified’’ by the fitting routine. This can be un-
tM. It is expected that larger T2 errors will produce largerderstood by considering a signal of no decay, where the
deviations in S 2 . For certain motional regimes, the introduc-introduction of an arbitrarily small systematic error corre-
tion of an erroneous T2 caused nonconvergence of the searchsponds to a large error in the fit. Correspondingly, errors are
algorithm.reduced at short T2 values. These results indicate that the

It is clear that the general trends outlined above hold truesystematic error is expected to have a more serious effect
for T2 errors of any origin—systematic errors need not beon those signals from the more flexible parts of the molecule
the major cause of T2 deviations. In unfavorable instances,under investigation. The constant k({Ti }) reflecting the
differences in motional properties derived from relaxationtransfer of the error is dependent on the set of time points
analysis are expected to lie in the range of the systematic{Ti }. It should be mentioned that the mathematical treat-
errors for certain spins, a situation that will worsen at higherment of a systematic nonstatistical error is different to that
spectrometer operating frequencies. Overinterpretation ofof a statistical error. In this case, a statistical error would
the experimental data can be avoided by error analysis usinghave the same absolute size for all amplitudes, whereas the
the worst case scenario outlined above. If motional analysisabsolute size of the error discussed here is proportional to
using additional local parameters is desirable and is thoughtthe size of the value measured. As shown in Table 1, attempts
justified, application of Eqs. [8] and [10] to calculate theto minimize T2 errors by optimal setting of D are not highly
systematic error in each measured T2 time point is advisable.successful, yielding a factor of two improvement in the best
In theory, it should be possible to perform a real back correc-cases.
tion of the amplitudes in CPMG spectra via nonlinear phase
correction (removing the antiphase contribution) and ampli-Error Transfer to Motional Parameters
tude rescaling (compensating for the loss of transverse mag-
netisation) with respect to f1 . However, this procedure isThe final step in analyzing the effect of the systematic

error in signal amplitudes corresponds to the transfer of er- cumbersome, and effects caused by slightly overlapping sig-
nals (see Fig. 6 row C) and the introduction of f1-dependentrors in fitted T2 values to errors in modeled motional parame-

ters. From the above, it is clear that care should be taken noise may introduce statistical errors in the data that could
obviate the desired improvement.to interpret data when additional ‘‘local’’ parameters are

included in motional descriptions. The Lipari–Szabo ap-
proach without additional correction (4) is treated as an CONCLUSIONS
example, where the procedure applied is basically the same
as that outlined for the transfer from peak amplitudes to T2 We have shown that CPMG pulse sequence parameters

commonly used in T2 relaxation experiments on biomole-values. The dependence of derived te and S 2 values on T2

was calculated by introducing a reasonably conservative er- cules can often introduce systematic errors of 5–25% into
measured peak amplitudes (Figs. 3, 5) . Theoretical and ex-ror of {5% into a set of T2 values applied to the fit routine.

As indicated in Table 1, there are occasions when much perimental results show that a critical feature of these errors
is their nonlinearity with respect to signal offset (Fig. 4) .larger errors may be encountered. Fits were performed for

a set of fixed tm values ranging from 5 to 25 ns, which Imperfections in measured peak amplitudes propagate
through to T2 fitting procedures, yielding potential errors ofcorrespond to values typical of biomolecular studies. Figure

7 depicts the parameter dependence of errors in te (Fig. 7A) a similar magnitude (Fig. 6, Table 1). Errors can further
propagate to motional modeling using the Lipari–Szabo for-and S2 (Fig. 7B) on tM, S 2 , and the sign of the T2 error,

while representative cases for macromolecules of three dif- malism, producing errors of up to 100% in te and 50% in
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